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Abstract

Time series forecasting and spatiotemporal kriging are the
two most important tasks in spatiotemporal data analysis. Re-
cent research on graph neural networks has made substan-
tial progress in time series forecasting, while little attention
has been paid to the kriging problem—recovering signals
for unsampled locations/sensors. Most existing scalable krig-
ing methods (e.g., matrix/tensor completion) are transduc-
tive, and thus full retraining is required when we have a new
sensor to interpolate. In this paper, we develop an Inductive
Graph Neural Network Kriging (IGNNK) model to recover
data for unsampled sensors on a network/graph structure. To
generalize the effect of distance and reachability, we gener-
ate random subgraphs as samples and the corresponding ad-
jacency matrix for each sample. By reconstructing all signals
on each sample subgraph, IGNNK can effectively learn the
spatial message passing mechanism. Empirical results on sev-
eral real-world spatiotemporal datasets demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness of our model. In addition, we also find that the
learned model can be successfully transferred to the same
type of kriging tasks on an unseen dataset. Our results show
that: 1) GNN is an efficient and effective tool for spatial krig-
ing; 2) inductive GNNs can be trained using dynamic adja-
cency matrices; 3) a trained model can be transferred to new
graph structures and 4) IGNNK can be used to generate vir-
tual sensors.

Introduction
With recent advances in information and communications
technologies (ICT), large-scale spatiotemporal datasets are
collected from various applications, such as traffic sens-
ing and climate monitoring. Analyzing these spatiotempo-
ral datasets has attracted considerable attention. Time se-
ries forecasting and spatiotemporal kriging are two essential
tasks in spatiotemporal analysis (Cressie and Wikle 2015;
Bahadori, Yu, and Liu 2014). While recent research ad-
vances in deep learning have made substantial progress in
time series forecasting (e.g., Rangapuram et al. 2018; Sali-
nas et al. 2019; Sen, Yu, and Dhillon 2019), little atten-
tion has been paid to the spatiotemporal kriging application.
The goal of spatiotemporal kriging is to perform signal in-
terpolation for unsampled locations given the observed sig-
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nals from sampled locations during the same period. The
interpolation results can produce a fine-grained and high-
resolution realization of spatiotemporal data, which can be
used to enhance real-world applications such as travel time
estimation and disaster evaluation. In addition, a better krig-
ing model can achieve higher estimation accuracy/reliability
with fewer sensors, thus reducing the operation and mainte-
nance cost of a sensor network.

For general spatiotemporal kriging problems (e.g., in Eu-
clidean domains), a well-developed approach is Gaussian
process (GP) regression (Williams and Rasmussen 2006;
Cressie and Wikle 2015), which uses a flexible kernel struc-
ture to characterize spatiotemporal correlations. However,
GP has two limitations: (1) the model is computationally ex-
pensive and thus it cannot deal with large-scale datasets, and
(2) it is difficult to model networked systems using existing
graph kernel structures. To solve large-scale kriging prob-
lems in a networked system, graph regularized matrix/tensor
completion has emerged as an effective solution (e.g., Ba-
hadori, Yu, and Liu 2014; Zhou et al. 2012; Deng et al.
2016; Takeuchi, Kashima, and Ueda 2017). Combining low-
rank structure and spatiotemporal regularizers, these models
can simultaneously characterize both global consistency and
local consistency in the data. However, matrix/tensor com-
pletion is essentially transductive: for new sensors/nodes in-
troduced to the network, we cannot directly apply a pre-
viously trained model; instead, we have to retrain the full
model for the new graph structure even with only minor
changes (i.e., after introducing a new sensor). In addition,
the low-rank scheme is ineffective to accommodate time-
varying/dynamic graph structures. For example, some sen-
sors may retire over time without being replaced, and some
sensors may be introduced at new locations. In such cases,
the network structure itself is not consistent over time, mak-
ing it challenging to utilize all full information.

Recent research has explored the potential of modeling
spatiotemporal data using Graph Neural Networks (GNNs).
GNNs are powerful in characterizing complex spatial de-
pendencies by their message passing mechanism (Xu et al.
2018). They also demonstrate the ability and inductive
power to generalize the message passing mechanism to un-
seen nodes or even entirely new (sub)graphs (Hamilton,
Ying, and Leskovec 2017; Veličković et al. 2018; Zeng et al.
2020). Inspired by these works, here we develop an In-
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Figure 1: Framework of of IGNNK. (a) In sample #1, nodes
{1, 7} are unsampled and nodes {4, 6} are masked and used
for reconstruction. In sample #2, The unsampled set and
masked set are {3} and {5}, respectively. (b) Illustration of
real-time kriging, where the goal is to perform interpolation
for virtual sensors {10, 11}. Note that the set of observed
sensors during [t, t+ h) is not necessarily the same as the
set during training [1, p]. For example, during [t, t+ h), the
sensor {1} in X is removed and a new sensor {9} (in green)
is added to the network.

ductive Graph Neural Network Kriging (IGNNK) model to
solve real-time spatiotemporal kriging problems on dynamic
network structures. Unlike graphs in recommender systems
governed by certain typology, our spatial graph actually con-
tains valuable location information which allows us to quan-
tify the exact pairwise “distance” beyond “hops”. In partic-
ular, for directed networks such as highway networks, the
distance matrix will be asymmetric and actually capture the
degree of “reachability” from one sensor to another (Li et al.
2017; Mori and Samaranayake 2019). To better leverage the
distance information, IGNNK trains a GNN with the goal
of reconstructing information on random subgraph struc-
tures (see Figure 1). We first randomly select a subset of
nodes from all available sensors and create a correspond-
ing subgraph. We mask some nodes as missing and train the
GNN to reconstruct the full signals of all nodes (including
both the observed and the masked nodes) on the subgraph
(Figure 1(a)). This training scheme allows the GNN to ef-
fectively learn the message passing mechanism, which can
be further generalized to unseen nodes/graphs. Next, given
observed signals from the same or even an entirely new
network structure, the trained model can perform kriging
through reconstruction (Figure 1(b)).

We compare IGNNK with other state-of-the-art kriging
methods on five real-world spatiotemporal datasets. IGNNK
achieves the best performance for almost all datasets, sug-
gesting that the model can effectively generalize spatiotem-
poral dynamics on a sensor network. To demonstrate the
transferability of IGNNK, we apply the trained models from

two traffic speed datasets (METR-LA and SeData) to a new
one (PeMS-Bay), and we find that the two models offer very
competitive performance even when the new dataset is never
seen.

Related Work
The network spatiotemporal kriging problem can be consid-
ered a special matrix completion problem in which several
rows are completely missing. A common solution is to lever-
age the network structure as side information (Zhou et al.
2012; Rao et al. 2015). In a spatiotemporal setting, network
kriging is similar to the problems presented in (Bahadori,
Yu, and Liu 2014; Deng et al. 2016; Takeuchi, Kashima,
and Ueda 2017; Appleby, Liu, and Liu 2020). Low-rank ten-
sor models are developed by capturing dependencies among
variables (Bahadori, Yu, and Liu 2014) or incorporating spa-
tial autoregressive dynamics (Takeuchi, Kashima, and Ueda
2017). Different from previous approaches, we try to gain
inductive ability by using GNN. Our method is closely re-
lated the following research directions.

GNNs for Spatiotemporal Datasets Graph Convolu-
tional Networks (GCNs) are the most commonly used GNN.
The generalized convolution operation on graphs is first in-
troduced in (Bruna et al. 2014). Defferrard, Bresson, and
Vandergheynst (2016) proposes to use Chebyshev polyno-
mial filters on the eigenvalues to approximate the convolu-
tional filters. Kipf and Welling (2017) further simplifies the
graph convolution operation using the first-order approxi-
mation of Chebyshev polynomial. To model temporal dy-
namics on graphs, GCNs are combined with recurrent neu-
ral networks (RNNs) and temporal convolutional networks
(TCNs). One of the early methods using GCNs to filter in-
puts and hidden states in RNNs is (Seo et al. 2018). Later
studies have integrated different convolution strategies, such
as diffusion convolution (Li et al. 2017), gated convolution
(Yu, Yin, and Zhu 2018), attention mechanism (Zhang et al.
2018), and graph WaveNet (Wu et al. 2019). As these mod-
els are essentially designed for temporal forecasting prob-
lems, they are not suitable for the spatiotemporal kriging
task. More recently, Appleby, Liu, and Liu (2020) developed
kriging convolutional networks (KCN), which construct a
local subgraph using a nearest neighbor algorithm and train
a GNN to reconstruct each individual node’s static label.
However, KCN ignores the fact that the labels of the node
are temporally evolving in spatiotemporal datasets. Thus it
requires retraining when new data is observed in the sensor
networks.

Inductive GNNs Hamilton, Ying, and Leskovec (2017) is
the first to show that GNNs are capable of learning both
transductive and inductive node representations. Some re-
cent studies have developed inductive GNNs for recom-
mender systems by extracting user/item embeddings on the
user-item bipartite graphs. For example, Zhang et al. (2019)
masks a part of the observed user and item embeddings
and trains a GCN to reconstruct these masked embedding.
Zhang and Chen (2020) uses local graph patterns around a
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rating (i.e., an observed entry in the matrix) and builds a
one-hop subgraph to train a GCN, providing inductive power
to generalize to unseen users/items and transferability. Zeng
et al. (2020) proposes a graph sampling approach to con-
struct subgraphs to train GNNs for large graphs. The full
GNN trained using sampled subgraphs shows superior per-
formance. Those approaches focus on applications with bi-
nary graph structure. The effects of distance in spatiotempo-
ral data are not fully considered in these methods.

Methodology
Problem Description
Spatiotemporal kriging refers to the task of interpolating
time series signals at unsampled sensor locations given
signals from sampled sensor locations. We use the terms
“node”, “sensor”, and “location” interchangeably through-
out the paper. This study focuses on spatiotemporal kriging
on networks: the spatial domain becomes an irregular net-
work structure instead of a 2D surface. Consider a set of
traffic sensors on a highway network as an example: we can
model the sensors as nodes in a network, and the edges can
be defined based on the typology of the highway network
(Li et al. 2017).

In this case, the objective of spatiotemporal kriging is to
recover time series at locations with no sensors. Thus, krig-
ing can be considered the process of setting up virtual sen-
sors. We illustrate the real-time network kriging problem in
Figure 1(b). Let [t1, t2] = {t1, t1 + 1, . . . , t2 − 1, t2} de-
note a set of time points. Suppose we have data from n sen-
sors during a historical period [1, p] (n = 8 in Figure 1(b),
corresponding to sensors {1, . . . , 8}). We denote by a multi-
variate time series matrixX ∈ Rn×p the available data, with
each row being the signal collected from a sensor. We useX
as training data. Let [t, t+ h) = {t, t+ 1, . . . , t+ h− 1}
be the period for which we will perform kriging. During
this period, assume we have data Y s

t ∈ Rns
t×h available

from nst sensors (nst = 8 in Figure 1(b), corresponding
to sensors {2, . . . , 9})), and we are interested in interpo-
lating the signals Y u

t ∈ Rnu
t ×h on nut virtual sensors (i.e.,

new/unsampled nodes, corresponding to sensors {10, 11} in
Figure 1(b)). Note that both X and Y s

t might be corrupted
with missing values. Moreover, it is possible that n 6= nst
as some sensors may retire and new sensors may be intro-
duced. Our goal is to estimate Y u

t given Y s
t . To achieve this,

we design IGNNK to learn and generalize the message pass-
ing mechanism in training data X .

Subgraph Signals and Random Masks
As a first step of IGNNK, we use a random sampling
procedure—Algorithm 1—to generate a set of subgraphs for
training. The key idea is to randomly sample a subset of
nodes to get Xsample and build the corresponding adjacency
matrix Wsample. The kriging problem is very different from
the applications in recommender systems, where the graph
encodes only topological information (i.e., social network
or co-purchasing network). In the spatial setting, our graph
is essentially fully connected, in which we expect the edge
weight to diminish with Euclidean/travel distance between a

Algorithm 1 Subgraph signal and random mask generation

Require: Historical data X from sampled locations over
period [1, p] (size n× p).
Parameters: window length h, sample size each iteration
S, and maximum iteration Imax.

1: for iteration = 1 : Imax do
2: for sample = 1 : S do
3: Generate random integers no (number of nodes se-

lected as observed) and nm (number of nodes se-
lected as missing) with no + nm ≤ n.

4: Randomly sample no + nm indices without
replacement from [1, n] to obtain Isample =
{i1, . . . , ino , . . . ino+nm}.

5: Randomly choose a time point j within range
[1, p− h]. Let Jsample = [j, j + h).

6: Obtain submatrix signal Xsample =
X[Isample, Jsample] with size of (no + nm)× h.

7: Construct adjacency matrix Wsample ∈
R(no+nm)×(no+nm) for nodes in Isample.

8: Generate a mask matrixMsample of size (no+nm)×

h, Msample[i, :] =

{
1, if i ∈ [1, no] ,

0, otherwise.
9: end for

10: Use sets {X1:S}, {M1:S}, {W1:S} to train GNNs.
11: end for

pair of nodes. To better characterize the effect of “distance”,
we simply choose a purely random sampling scheme to gen-
erate sample subgraphs, instead of creating a local subgraph
for each node (Hamilton, Ying, and Leskovec 2017; Ap-
pleby, Liu, and Liu 2020; Zeng et al. 2020). We create a
mask matrix Msample to keep some nodes as observed and
the test as “unsampled”. We then use the generated masks
Msample, graph signals Xsample and adjacency matrix Wsample
to train a GNN. As we can not exactly know the spatial lo-
cations of test nodes, Wsample is also randomly generated to
make the learning samples generalizable to more cases. The
input data Xsample itself could contain missing values, which
we also mark as unknown. This will enable IGNNK to per-
form spatial interpolation under missing data scenarios.

GNN Architecture
The second step of IGNNK is to train a GNN model to re-
construct the full matrix Xsample on the subgraph given the
incomplete signalsXM

sample = Xsample�Msample, where� de-
notes the Hadamard product. In order to achieve higher fore-
casting power, previous studies mainly combine GNNs with
sequence-learning models—such as RNNs and TCNs—
to jointly capture spatiotemporal correlations, in particular
long-term temporal dependencies. However, for our real-
time kriging task, the recovery window h is relatively short.
Therefore, we simply assume that all time points in the re-
covery window h are correlated with each other, and model
a length-h signal as h features.

Real-world spatial networks are often directed with an
asymmetric distance matrix (see e.g., Mori and Sama-
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ranayake 2019). To characterize the stochastic nature of spa-
tial and directional dependencies, we adopt Diffusion Graph
Convolutional Networks (DGCNs) (Li et al. 2017) as the ba-
sic building block of our architecture:

Hl+1 =
K∑

k=1

Tk(W̄f )HlΘ
k
b,l + Tk(W̄b)HlΘ

k
f,l, (1)

where W̄f = Wsample/rowsum(Wsample) and W̄b =
WT

sample/rowsum(WT
sample) are the forward transition matrix

and the backward transition matrix, respectively; Here we
use two transition matrices because the adjacency matrix
can be asymmetrical in a directional graph. In an undi-
rected graph, W̄f = W̄b. K is the order of diffusion con-
volution; the Chebyshev polynomial is used to approximate
the convolution process in DGCN, and we have Tk(X) =
2XTk−1(X)−Tk−2(X) defined in a recursive manner with
T0(X) = I and T1(X) = X; Θk

f,l and Θk
b,l are learning

parameters of the lth layer that control how each node trans-
forms received information; Hl+1 is the outputs of the lth
layer. Unlike traditional GNNs using a fixed spatial struc-
ture, in IGNNK each sample has its own subgraph struc-
ture. Thus, the adjacency matrices Wsample capturing neigh-
borhood information and message passing direction are also
different in different samples.

DGCN DGCN 

+
DGCN 

sampleX̂sampleXM
1H 2H

t+h

t

t+h

t

z z

Figure 2: Graph neural network structure of IGNNK

Figure 2 illustrates the whole graph neural networks struc-
ture of IGNNK, which is a simple 3-layer DGCN. The input
to the first layer is the masked signals H0 = XM

sample. Next,
we set H1 following Eq. (1) with parameters Θk

b,0 ∈ Rh×z

and Θk
f,0 ∈ Rh×z . Since the masked nodes only pass 0 to

their neighbors in the first layer, a one-layer GCN cannot
produce desirable features. Therefore, we add another layer
of DGCN (i.e., H2) to produce more generalized represen-
tations:

H2 = σ

(
K∑

k=1

Tk(W̄f )H1Θk
b,1 + Tk(W̄b)H1Θk

f,1

)
+H1,

(2)
where Θk

f,1 ∈ Rz×z and Θk
b,1 ∈ Rz×z are parameters of

the second layer DGCN, and σ(·) is a nonlinear activation
function. The reason we add H1 to H2 is that H1 contains
the information about sensors with missing data.

After obtaining the final graph representation, we use an-
other DGCN to output the reconstruction:

X̂ =
K∑

k=1

Tk(W̄f )H2Θk
b,2 + Tk(W̄b)H2Θk

f,2, (3)

where Θk
f,2 ∈ Rz×h and Θk

b,2 ∈ Rz×h are the learning pa-
rameters of the last layer. Note that we keep the structure of
IGNNK as parameter-economic as possible. One can always
introduce more complex structures to further improve model
capacity and performance.

Loss Function and Prediction
As stated in Section , the problem we address here is to
recover the information of unsampled sensors. A straight-
forward approach is to define training loss functions only
on the masked signals. However, from a methodological
perspective, we prefer IGNNK be generalized to both dy-
namic graph structures and the unseen nodes (Hamilton,
Ying, and Leskovec 2017). To make the learned message
passing mechanism more generalized for all nodes, we use
the total reconstruction error on both observed and unseen
nodes as our loss function:

J =
∑

sample

‖X̂sample −Xsample‖2F . (4)

Next, we illustrate how to perform kriging to get ma-
trix Y u

t for the virtual sensors in Figure 1(b). First, we can
create the (ns

t + nut ) × h binary mask matrix Mt and the
(ns

t + nut ) × (ns
t + nut ) adjacency matrix Wt given the ty-

pology of the sensor network during [t, t+ h). Then, we
can feed Wt and the “masked” signals YM

t = [Y s
t ;Y u

t ]

with Y u
t = 0 to the trained IGNNK model to get ŶM

t =[
Ŷ s
t ; Ŷ u

t

]
. The estimation Ŷ u

t ∈ Rnu
t ×h is the final kriging

results for those virtual sensors.

Numerical Experiments
In this section, we assess the performance of IGNNK using
five real-world spatiotemporal datasets from diverse appli-
cations: (1) METR-LA is a traffic speed dataset from 207
sensors in Los Angeles over four months (Mar 1, 2012 to
Jun 30, 2012); (2) NREL registers solar power output by
137 photovoltaic power plants in Alabama state in 2006;
(3) USHCN contains monthly precipitation of 1218 loca-
tions from 1899 to 2019; (4) SeData is also a traffic speed
dataset collected from 323 loop detectors in the Seattle high-
way network; (5) PeMS-Bay is traffic speed dataset similar
to METR-LA, which consists of a traffic speed time series
of 325 sensors in the Bay Area from Jan 1, 2017 to May 13,
2017. We use PeMS-Bay to demonstrate the transferability
of IGNNK. The frequency for METR-LA, NERL, SeData
and PeMS-Bay are all 5-min. In terms of adjacency struc-
ture, we compute the pairwise Euclidean distance matrices
for NREL and USHCN; both METR-LA and PeMS-Bay
have a travel distance-based adjacency matrix (i.e., “reach-
ability”) which are asymmetric. For the distance-based ad-
jacent matrix, we build the adjacency matrix following (Li
et al. 2017):

Wij = exp

(
−
(

dist (vi, vj)

σ

)2
)
, (5)

where Wij is the adjacency matrix weights between sensors
vi and vj , dist (vi, vj) represents the distance and σ is a fac-
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tor to normalize the distance. SeData has a simple binary ad-
jacency matrix, which is built by using classical undirected
graph definition:

Wij =

{
1, if i and j are neighbors,
0, otherwise.

(6)

Experiment Setup
We compare the performance of IGNNK with the following
widely used kriging/interpolation and matrix/tensor factor-
ization models. (1) kNN: K-nearest neighbors, which esti-
mates the information of unknown nodes by averaging the
values of the K spatially closest sensors in the network. (2)
OKriging: ordinary kriging–a well-developed spatial inter-
polation model (Cressie and Wikle 2015). (3) KPMF: Ker-
nelized Probabilistic Matrix Factorization, which incorpo-
rates graph kernel information (Zhou et al. 2012) into ma-
trix factorization using a regularized Laplacian kernel. (4)
GLTL: Greedy Low-rank Tensor Learning, which is a trans-
ductive tensor factorization model for spatiotemporal cok-
riging (Bahadori, Yu, and Liu 2014). GLTL deals with multi-
ple variables using a [location×time×variable] tensor struc-
ture. We implement a reduced matrix version of GLTL, as
we only have one variable for all the datasets.

To evaluate the performance of the different models,
we randomly select ≈25% nodes as “unsampled” loca-
tions/virtual sensors (nst ) and keep the rest as observed for
all five datasets. For IGNNK, we take data from the first 70%
of the time points as a training set X and test the kriging
performance on the following 30% of the time points. For
simplification, we keep the values of nm and n0 fixed in our
implementation, instead of generating random numbers as in
Algorithm 1. We choose h = 24 (i.e., 2 h) for the three traf-
fic datasets, h = 16 (i.e., 80 min) for NREL, and h = 6
(i.e., 6 months) for USHCN. We perform kriging using
a sliding-window approach on: [t, t+ h), [t+ h, t+ 2h),
[t+ 2h, t+ 3h), etc. It should be noted that, since the train-
ing and test nodes are both given in the datasets, we can
pre-compute the pairwise adjacency matrix for all nodes and
obtain Wsample by directly selecting a submatrix from the
full adjacency matrix. For matrix/tensor-based models (i.e.,
KPMF and GLTL), we use the entire dataset as input but
mask the same 25% “unsampled” nodes as in IGNNK. We
use the first 70% of the time points from unsampled nodes
as a validation set to select the optimal hyperparameters, and
evaluate recovery performance on the following 30% of the
time points. For these models, the recovery for all 30% of
the test nodes can be generated at once, and they use more
information compared to IGNNK. The full Gaussian pro-
cess model for spatiotemporal kriging is very computation-
ally expensive. Thus, we implement OKriging and kNN for
each time step t separately (i.e., h = 1 without consider-
ing temporal dependencies). Again, we use the first 70% of
the time points from the unsampled sensors for validation
and the remaining 30% for testing. All the baseline models
are tuned using validataion, Since OKriging uses the longi-
tude/latitude as input, it is not appropriate for road-distance-
based transportation networks. Therefore, OKriging is only
applied to NERL and USHCN datasets. As the adjacency

True IGNNK

kNN GLTL

0

20

40

60

mph

Known
Unknown

Figure 3: Spatial presentation of kriging performance in
a crowded evening-peak time point (2012-05-22 17:45) of
the METR-LA dataset. The speed values of ground truth,
IGNNK, kNN, and GLTL are visualized on the top-left, top-
right, bottom-left, and bottom-right, respectively.

matrix of SeData is given as a binary matrix instead of using
actual distances, we cannot get effective neighbors for kNN.
Thus, kNN is not applied to SeData.

Experiment Results
Kriging performance Table 1 shows the kriging per-
formance of IGNNK and other baseline models on four
datasets. As can be seen, the proposed method consistently
outperforms other baseline models, providing the lowest
RMSE and MAE for almost all datasets.

As can be seen, IGNNK achieves good performance on
the two spatial datasets—NREL and USHCN where OK-
riging fits the tasks very well. There are two cases worth
mentioning in Table 1. First, kNN and OKriging also give
comparable results to IGNNK on USHCN data, the MAE
of OKriging is even lower than the one of IGNNK. This is
due to the fact that sensors have a high density and precipita-
tion often shows smooth spatial variation.In this case, local
spatial consistency might be powerful enough for kriging,
and thus we do not see much improvement from IGNNK.
For SeData, GLTL also shows good performance. A poten-
tial reason is the data limitation: the adjacency structure of
SeData is given as a binary matrix of sensor connectivity
(i.e., 1 if two sensors are neighbors next to each other on a
highway segment, and 0 otherwise;). In this case, W only
encodes the typology, instead of the full pairwise distance
information as in the other datasets. In fact, relative distance
serves a critical role in the kriging task on a highway net-
work due to the complex causal structures and dynamics of
traffic flow (Li et al. 2017). As a result, we do expect IGNNK
to be less powerful due to the lack of “distance” effect, and
all the methods give lower R2 on SeData.

We provide an example of spatial visualizations of
IGNNK and other baseline models in Figure. 3. It can be
seen that the reconstruction (star) of IGNNK is closer to
ground truth compared to kNN and GLTL.

Transfer learning performance Next, we demonstrate
the transferability of IGNNK. Our experiments are based
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METR-LA NREL USHCN SeData

Model RMSE MAE R2 RMSE MAE R2 RMSE MAE R2 RMSE MAE R2

IGNNK 9.048 5.941 0.827 3.261 1.597 0.885 3.205 2.063 0.771 6.863 4.241 0.537
kNN 11.071 6.927 0.741 4.192 2.850 0.810 3.400 2.086 0.742 - - -

KPMF 12.851 7.890 0.652 8.771 7.408 0.169 6.663 4.847 0.011 13.060 8.339 -0.673
GLTL 9.668 6.559 0.803 4.840 3.372 0.747 5.047 3.396 0.432 6.989 4.285 0.520

OKriging - - - 3.470 2.381 0.869 3.231 1.999 0.767 - - -

Table 1: Kriging performance comparison of different models on four datasets.

on three datasets—METR-LA, SeData, and PeMS-Bay—
collected from three different highway networks using the
same type of sensors (i.e., loop detectors).

The PeMS-Bay dataset is very similar to METR-LA: both
datasets register traffic speed with a 5-min frequency, and
both of them provide travel distance for each of the sen-
sors. The two datasets are used side by side in (Li et al.
2017). SeData has the same format; however, as mentioned,
the dataset provides a simple binary adjacency matrix show-
ing connectivity. To show the effect of the adjacency matrix,
we train two sets of models separately following the same
approach as the kriging experiments: one with a Gaussian
kernel adjacency matrix based on pairwise travel distance
(same as METR-LA), and the other on the binary connectiv-
ity matrix (same as SeData).

The top part of Table 2 shows the results obtained using
Gaussian kernel adjacency (Gaussian) and binary adjacency
(Binary), respectively. Not surprisingly, IGNNK-Gaussian
offers the best accuracy, clearly outperforming all other
models. In general, Gaussian offers better performance than
Binary for all the baseline models. Similar to the kriging ex-
periment on SeData, we find that Binary IGNNK and Binary
GLTL demonstrate comparable performance.

We then apply the two IGNNK models—trained on
METR-LA and SeData, respectively—directly on the test
data of PeMS-Bay and obtain the kriging errors (the last
two rows in Table 2). As can be seen, IGNNK (METR-LA)
outperforms other baselines except the IGNNK trained on
PeMS-Bay; however, IGNNK (SeData) does not offer en-
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Figure 4: Kriging performance on unknown nodes in PeMS-
Bay dataset.

couraging results in this case, its R2 is below 0, meaning
that the transfer model is even worse than the mean pre-
dictor. Our experiment shows that IGNNK can effectively
learn the effect of pairwise distance from METR-LA and
then generalize the results to PeMS-Bay. Figure 4 shows an
example of kriging results of these models. While no models
can reproduce the sudden drop during 6:00 am–9:00 am, we
can see that Gaussian provides much better recovery during
non-peak hours than Binary. The analysis on transferability
further confirms the critical role of distance in kriging tasks.

Virtual sensors Given a location and its surrounding sen-
sors’ data, IGNNK can be used to generate virtual sensors
for the target location. Figure 5 shows the outputs of vir-
tual sensors on METR-LA and USHCN datasets. The out-
puts are produced by IGNNK models trained on METR-LA
and USHCN. For METR-LA, we place non-existent sensors
every 5 meters between two adjacent sensors (No 1 and No
177) on the road. From Figure 5(a), we can find that the val-
ues of virtual sensors produced by IGNNK smoothly vary
from the value of the 1st sensor to the one of the 177th sen-
sor. At 18:10 Jul 22nd, the speed of 177th sensor dramat-
ically drops below 48 mph. The drops might be caused by
the heavy on-flows at the on-ramp between those two sen-
sors. In this case, virtual sensors produced by IGNNK fail
to produce a smooth transition, as they still output relatively
high speed. This is because the dynamic graph of METR-LA
is constructed according to the road distance. Other factors
like on-ramp/off-ramp information are not incorporated into
this model. In Figure 5(b), we place 100 virtual sensors be-
tween the 8th location and the 10th location. At the 8th lo-
cation, the precipitation is 0cm. While at the 10th location,
the precipitation is above 9 cm. We can find that the pre-
cipitation at virtual sensors near the 8th location are lower,
and the precipitation at virtual sensors near 10th location
are higher. Notably, the values of virtual sensors are also af-
fected by other sensors at long distances. Generally, we find
that IGNNK learns to generate values according to the dis-
tance information and real values of its surrounding sensors.

Conclusion
In this paper, we introduce IGNNK as a novel framework
for spatiotemporal kriging. Instead of learning transductive
latent features, the training scheme provides IGNNK with
additional generalization and inductive power. Thus, we can
apply a trained model directly to perform kriging for any
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Gaussian Binary

Model RMSE MAE MAPE R2 RMSE MAE MAPE R2

IGNNK 6.093 3.663 8.16% 0.574 9.245 5.394 13.26% 0.161
kNN 7.431 4.245 9.13% 0.458 - - - -

KPMF 7.332 4.293 9.21% 0.472 10.065 5.985 16.03% 0.005
GLTL 8.846 4.486 10.25% 0.232 8.504 4.962 12.24% 0.290

IGNNK Transfer METR-LA SeData

6.713 4.173 9.19% 0.525 11.484 6.456 15.10% -0.388

Table 2: Kriging performance of different models on PeMS-Bay. The last two rows shows the transferability of the two IGNNK
models trained on METR-LA and SeData.
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Figure 5: Visualization of kriging results on virtual sensors.

new locations of interest without retraining. Our numeri-
cal experiments show that IGNNK consistently outperforms
other baseline models on five real-world spatiotemporal
datasets. Besides, IGNNK demonstrates remarkable trans-
ferability in our examlple of a traffic data kriging task. Our
results also suggest that “distance” information in graphs
plays a critical role in spatiotemporal kriging, which is dif-
ferent from applications in recommender systems where
a graph essentially encodes topological information. The
flexibility of this model allows us to model time-varying
systems, such as moving sensors (e.g., probe vehicles) or
crowdsourcing systems, which will create a dynamic net-
work structure.

There are several directions for future work. First, we can
adapt IGNNK to accommodate multivariate datasets as a
spatiotemporal tensor (e.g., Bahadori, Yu, and Liu 2014).
Second, better temporal models, such as RNNs and TCNs,
can be incorporated to characterize complex temporal de-
pendencies. This will allows us to perform kriging for a
much longer time window with better temporal dynamics.
Third, one can further combine time series forecasting with
kriging in an integrated framework, providing forecasting
results for both existing and virtual sensors for better de-
cision making.
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